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Abstract:
Thermoelectric modules have potential application in waste heat recovery, solar thermal energy
conversion and radioisotope thermoelectric generators. These modules are also used for
refrigeration, active cooling of hot spots of electronics, and thermal regulation. For more than a
century, researchers have tried to increase the figure of merit, ZT. Perhaps one of the most
important ideas in the thermoelectric field, was the pathway laid by Mildred Dresselhaus, to study
low dimensional materials. Interfaces in two dimensional structures are associated with thermal and
electrical resistance and Seebeck coefficient which adds to the responses of the bulk sample. In
small samples and in structures with closely packed interfaces, the thermoelectric response of
interfaces could dominate the overall response.
Silicon- F4TCNQ Interface
A series of organic molecules were scanned computationally using first principles calculations to
identify molecules that can create large surface doping in silicon. F4TCNQ was identified as one that
can heavily dope silicon. Silicon thin films were fabricated with thermometers for temperature
measurements and electrical contacts. F4TCNQ was thermally evaporated on the silicon surface.
Interfacial thermoelectric responses were measured. Due to charge transfer at the interface of
silicon-F4TCNQ, electrical conductance increases by a factor of ten after F4TCNQ deposition.
Seebeck coefficient drops from 593 V/K down to 243 V/K confirming sample is p-doped after
Figure 1. a) optical image and b) schematic of the
F4TCNQ deposition.
device structure.
Thermionic Transport across WSe2 layers
Gold-graphene-few layers of WSe2-graphene-gold structures were fabricated as shown in figure 1. Thermoelectric responses of the
structure were measured across the layers using a combination of thermal imaging and electrical measurements. A small ZT was
estimated at room temperatures using cooling curve measurements. It is noted that despite the small value of ZT (0.002), it is orders
of magnitude larger than previously reported ZTs for van der Waals heterostructures. It is also noted that higher ZT values are
expected at elevated temperatures and better performances are expected when the substrate is replaced by a good heat sink.
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